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. روزه ﺳﭙﺮ آﺗﺶ ﺟﻬﻨﻢ اﺳﺖ:( )  
Find the correct answers (a, b, c, or d) and mark them on your answer sheets.
1-A root is a word from which other words are…………. .
a. form

b. forms

c. to forms

d. formed

2- In the word ''government'', ''ment'' is a…………. .
a. root

b. prefix

c. suffix

d. letter

c. again

d. back

3- In the word ''reject'', ''re'' means………… .
a. not

b. out

4-Some word elements have more…………one spelling.
a. as

b. than

c. from

d. then

5-The teacher answered the questions as ………….as he could.
a. simple

b. simply

c. simplify

d. simplification

6-In the sentence ''we read when we have time in the evening '', ''when we have time in the
evening is a(n)………… .
a. adverb clause

b. adjective clause

c. combining root

d. compound word

7-The boy…………….is sitting there is my friend.
a. how

b. which

c. who

d. whom

8-In the number of speakers that learn it as a first or second language, English is the world's most
important language today. ''It'' refers to …………. .
a. language

b. speaker

c. English

d. world

9-William's friends told him………….news about the university.
a. differ

b. different

c. difference

d. differently

10-English places a potentially painful burden on us when we first learn words and their
meanings. ''their'' is a(n)………… .
a. noun

b. verb

c. adverb

d. adjective
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11-He is going to pursue his education abroad. "Pursue" means…………. .
a. follow

b. finish

c. begin

d. change

12-The teaching and ………….of students took a lot of the teacher's time.
a. entertain

b. entertainment

c. entertains

d. entertainingly

13- When we read for study, we read because we have to read. ''Have to'' means………… .
a. must

b. can

c. might

d. would

14-Jim wants to know the …………of the room.
a. wide

b. widen

c. widely

d. width

c. deducibly

d. deduction

15-Some people are skilled in …………. .
a. deduce

b. deducible

16-A short well-known saying that states a general truth or gives advice is called a(n)………… .
a. idiom

b. proverb

c. adverb

d. remark

17-Predicting a message depends on our familiarity with the language. ''pre-'' in the word
''predicting'' means…………… .
a. again

b. after

c. before

d. hot

c. was built

d. being built

18- This building…………many years ago.
a. builds

b. built

19-In the word ''happy'' the …………. is on the first syllable.
a. accent

b. rise

c. tone

d. pitch

20-The study of the origin and history of words and their meanings is called…………. .
a. etymology

b. biology

c. sociology

d. psychology

21-As your dictionary is …………., it is completely different from a pocket dictionary.
a. abridge

b. unabridge

c. abridged

d. unabridged

22- The part of………….o the words ''go'' and ''come'' is verb.
a. speak

b. speech

c. search

d. research

23-I came across an old school friend this morning. ''came across'' means…………. .
a. talked to

b. called

c. met

d. forgot
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24-This newspaper is new. It is…………. .
a. up-to-date

b to-up-date

c. date-up-to

d. date-to-up

25-These are reference books, i.e. you cannot take them out of the library. ''i.e.'' means…………. .
a. that is

b. it is

c. this is

d. for example

26-If she ………….. those stamps, she could have a lot of money.
a. collect

b. collects

c. collected

d. collecting

27- They are making little headway with the negotiations. ''Headway'' means…………. .
a. reference

b. progress

c. confusion

d. motivation

28- The doctor …………him to take a complete rest.
a. advice

b. advisable

c. advised

d. advisably

29-In the sentence ''He is thinking about fishing'', the gerund is…………. .
a. fishing

b. thinking

c. he

d. about

30-Please bear in mind that I love to play tennis. ''Bear in mind'' means……….. .
a. eject

b. forget

c. refuse

d. remember

31-It is better to utilize all available resources. '' Utilize'' means……….. .
a. use

b. let

c. stop

d. delete

32- The rate of …………is high in their country.
a. employ

b. employs

c. unemployment

d. to employ

33-There are three known types of memories visual, audio, and…………. .
a. known

b. unknown

c. clear

d. kinetic

34- They have ………….information to solve this problem.
a. suffice

b. sufficient

c. sufficiency

d. sufficiently

35-Parents play a crucial role in preparing their children for school. ''Crucial'' means……….. .
a. rare

b. flexible

c. interesting

d. important

36-They were given an opportunity to ………….their position in Iran.
a. regular

b. regularize

c. regularized

d. regulation
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37-Solutions to problems are not fixed; they depend ………..the subject being examined.
a. in

b. on

c. with

d. of

38-In the sentence'' this means that you know everything, ''that you know everything is
a(n)………… .
a. adjective clause

b. verb

c. adverb

d. noun clause

39- Find out the degree to which you can apply or relate the basic knowledge and skills to new
situations. ''Which'' refers to…………. .
a. the degree

b. knowledge

c. skills

d. situation

40- You can walk and climb mountains for recreation. "Recreation" means…………. .
a. health

b. money

c. fun

d. sports
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